
Husbanding WealthHusbanding Wealth
A Season of A Season of GreedGreed and and EnvyEnvy



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Freedom for the individual is a necessary Freedom for the individual is a necessary 
social condition in order for people to fulfill social condition in order for people to fulfill 
their callings before God.their callings before God.

►►Individual freedom means an atmosphere in Individual freedom means an atmosphere in 
which a person has the liberty to act, which a person has the liberty to act, 
without restraint or fear of reprisal, in order without restraint or fear of reprisal, in order 
to achieve lawful Godto achieve lawful God--glorifying goals.glorifying goals.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►This atmosphere will begin with a political This atmosphere will begin with a political 
system that has minimal government, thus system that has minimal government, thus 
allowing individuals to pursue their Godallowing individuals to pursue their God--
given callings in the way they think most given callings in the way they think most 
glorifies God.glorifies God.

►►But there is a force in the world that aims to But there is a force in the world that aims to 
take this liberty away: the force is religious take this liberty away: the force is religious 
in nature and antiin nature and anti--Christian in its Christian in its 
motivation.motivation.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►This force is, like all nonThis force is, like all non--Christian belief Christian belief 
systems, an endeavor to create heaven on systems, an endeavor to create heaven on 
earth without God.earth without God.

Satan in chargeSatan in charge
Creation (nature) supreme over manCreation (nature) supreme over man
Men and women antagonistic to one another Men and women antagonistic to one another 
with woman as head over manwith woman as head over man
In a world without GodIn a world without God



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►The consistent theme that runs through all The consistent theme that runs through all 
nonnon--Christian philosophies and political Christian philosophies and political 
systems is the denial of the freedom of the systems is the denial of the freedom of the 
individual.individual.

►►Western civilization, springing as it does Western civilization, springing as it does 
from a Christian worldview, is the one from a Christian worldview, is the one 
““placeplace”” on earth where individual freedoms on earth where individual freedoms 
are recognized and enforced.are recognized and enforced.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►► When the absolute sovereignty of God is denied, When the absolute sovereignty of God is denied, 
that sovereignty is transferred to someone else: that sovereignty is transferred to someone else: 
usually the government.usually the government.

►► In a Christian social order, everyone has a limited In a Christian social order, everyone has a limited 
jurisdiction, including even the highest earthly jurisdiction, including even the highest earthly 
authorities in church and state.authorities in church and state.

►► In a properly Christian society, loss of freedom In a properly Christian society, loss of freedom 
and totalitarianism become difficult if not and totalitarianism become difficult if not 
impossible.impossible.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►The result of transferring sovereignty to the The result of transferring sovereignty to the 
state in the economic sphere is either state in the economic sphere is either 
communism or socialism:communism or socialism:

Communism is a system in which the state Communism is a system in which the state 
owns all the means of production, such as the owns all the means of production, such as the 
former Soviet Union.former Soviet Union.
Socialism is a system in which the state controls Socialism is a system in which the state controls 
all the means of production, though leaving all the means of production, though leaving 
ownership in the hands of a corporate elite, ownership in the hands of a corporate elite, 
such as Nazi Germany.such as Nazi Germany.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►► Even in many Even in many ““free nationsfree nations”” of the west, individual of the west, individual 
liberty in the economic sphere has been replaced liberty in the economic sphere has been replaced 
with regulations on human endeavor.with regulations on human endeavor.

►► Though ostensibly designed to protect the Though ostensibly designed to protect the 
individual, such legislation actually restricts the individual, such legislation actually restricts the 
individual.individual.

►► Any manAny man’’s abilities rise to the top when, in s abilities rise to the top when, in 
freedom, he is challenged to use his Godfreedom, he is challenged to use his God--given given 
faculties for the glory of God and the benefit of his faculties for the glory of God and the benefit of his 
fellow man.fellow man.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►► The The key indicatorkey indicator of a repressive system, of a repressive system, 
whatever it calls itself, is regulation of the whatever it calls itself, is regulation of the 
individual in order to direct his activity and individual in order to direct his activity and 
resources into areas he would not choose resources into areas he would not choose 
voluntarily.voluntarily.

►► Under any system of state control, the economic Under any system of state control, the economic 
choices of bureaucrats replace the choices of free choices of bureaucrats replace the choices of free 
individuals.individuals.

►► This is usually done by legislative decree, but may This is usually done by legislative decree, but may 
also involve the executive or judicial branch.also involve the executive or judicial branch.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Even in western society, as Christianity is Even in western society, as Christianity is 
replaced more and more by secularism, we replaced more and more by secularism, we 
see our hardsee our hard--won liberties being eroded by won liberties being eroded by 
a government intent upon taking care of its a government intent upon taking care of its 
citizens citizens by restricting their libertiesby restricting their liberties..

►►There are very few decisions that we can There are very few decisions that we can 
make today that are not impacted or even make today that are not impacted or even 
determined by government regulation and determined by government regulation and 
control.control.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Another problem is direct taxation by the Another problem is direct taxation by the 
federal government. According to historian federal government. According to historian 
Justo Justo GonzGonzáálezlez, the ancient church , the ancient church 
maintained that direct taxation and freedom maintained that direct taxation and freedom 
are incompatible.are incompatible.

Justo Justo GonzGonzáálezlez, , Faith and Wealth: A History of Faith and Wealth: A History of 
Early Christian Ideas on the Origin, Significance, Early Christian Ideas on the Origin, Significance, 
and Use of Moneyand Use of Money (San Francisco: Harper and (San Francisco: Harper and 
Row, 1990), p. 37.Row, 1990), p. 37.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Our great grandparents did not pay an income Our great grandparents did not pay an income 
tax of any kind.tax of any kind.

►►The reemergence of the income tax in the 20The reemergence of the income tax in the 20thth

century is a modern phenomenon and an century is a modern phenomenon and an 
attempt to confiscate peopleattempt to confiscate people’’s wealth by the s wealth by the 
political order.political order.

►►Today we are Today we are enslavedenslaved by the state in a way by the state in a way 
that would have been altogether unacceptable that would have been altogether unacceptable 
to the men who founded this country.to the men who founded this country.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►According to Charles Adams (According to Charles Adams (For Good and For Good and 
Evil: The Impact of Taxes on the Course of Evil: The Impact of Taxes on the Course of 
CivilizationCivilization), ), ““a man is free only if his name a man is free only if his name 
does not appear on a tax roll.does not appear on a tax roll.””

►►Historically, hostility toward taxation was Historically, hostility toward taxation was 
based upon the concept of private based upon the concept of private 
ownership of property, hence a huge effort ownership of property, hence a huge effort 
has been made in America to limit the has been made in America to limit the 
power to tax.power to tax.



►► John Marshall:John Marshall:
““The power to tax is the power to destroy.The power to tax is the power to destroy.””

►►Winston Churchill:Winston Churchill:
““We contend that for a nation to try to tax itself We contend that for a nation to try to tax itself 
into prosperity is like a man standing in a into prosperity is like a man standing in a 
bucket and trying to lift himself up by the bucket and trying to lift himself up by the 
handle.handle.””

►►Taxes are the way the government produces Taxes are the way the government produces 
the rainy day everyone has been saving for.the rainy day everyone has been saving for.

Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Any Any tyrannical systemtyrannical system of government, of government, 
whether it is Roman or Soviet Empire, or whether it is Roman or Soviet Empire, or 
the central planning of the modern the central planning of the modern 
democracies (as opposed to republics), ends democracies (as opposed to republics), ends 
in the death of culture because it opposes in the death of culture because it opposes 
the freedom that comes as a result of a the freedom that comes as a result of a 
social order social order based upon Godbased upon God’’s laws law. The 8. The 8thth

commandment establishes private property commandment establishes private property 
and is the necessary basis for economic and is the necessary basis for economic 
freedom.freedom.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►Eminent Domain:Eminent Domain:
In Scripture, not even the king could take In Scripture, not even the king could take 
property without the consent of the owner, as property without the consent of the owner, as 
the story of the story of NabothNaboth and his vineyard and his vineyard 
demonstrates (1 Kings 21:1ff).demonstrates (1 Kings 21:1ff).
If the government, under a biblical system, has If the government, under a biblical system, has 
no right to disinherit a family from its property no right to disinherit a family from its property 
for its own purposes, it follows that the for its own purposes, it follows that the govgov’’tt
would not have authority to give that property would not have authority to give that property 
another.another.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►God has ordained the world to work in God has ordained the world to work in 
accordance with his commandments. When accordance with his commandments. When 
a society attempts to live contrary to his a society attempts to live contrary to his 
commandments, the social order will commandments, the social order will 
disintegrate as surely as an individual will disintegrate as surely as an individual will 
fail in any attempt to live contrary to Godfail in any attempt to live contrary to God’’s s 
commandments. Thus see Deuteronomy commandments. Thus see Deuteronomy 
chapter 28 or Psalm 1.chapter 28 or Psalm 1.



Individual FreedomIndividual Freedom

►►At the time of the reformation, the reformed At the time of the reformation, the reformed 
creeds (39 articles, creeds (39 articles, BelgicBelgic Confession, etc) Confession, etc) 
clearly upheld the right of private ownership clearly upheld the right of private ownership 
of property over against the communal of property over against the communal 
(communistic) view of common ownership (communistic) view of common ownership 
of property.of property.

►►People are more productive when they work People are more productive when they work 
for themselves on their own property.for themselves on their own property.



EnvyEnvy

►►Throughout history it has been common for Throughout history it has been common for 
a ruling elite to keep all the riches of a a ruling elite to keep all the riches of a 
society for itself.society for itself.

►►Thus centralization of power has been more Thus centralization of power has been more 
prevalent than has freedom.prevalent than has freedom.

►►But But modernmodern socialism is fueled not so much socialism is fueled not so much 
by an obvious gravity toward power as it is by an obvious gravity toward power as it is 
fueled by envy among havefueled by envy among have--nots.nots.



EnvyEnvy

►►Ancient civilizations denied God and in doing Ancient civilizations denied God and in doing 
so denied man individual freedom, but so denied man individual freedom, but 
modern states have based their activities of modern states have based their activities of 
centralization of power on centralization of power on ““the virtue of the virtue of 
envy.envy.””

►►The envious are not simply desirous of The envious are not simply desirous of 
creating a better world. Their idea is one of creating a better world. Their idea is one of 
destruction.destruction.



EnvyEnvy

►►Do not confuse envy and covetousness. Do not confuse envy and covetousness. 
Envy goes beyond mere covetousness. The Envy goes beyond mere covetousness. The 
covetous says, covetous says, ““I want what you have.I want what you have.”” The The 
envious says, envious says, ““I want what you have and if I want what you have and if 
I cannot have it nobody can.I cannot have it nobody can.””

►►Consequently the envious person works to Consequently the envious person works to 
destroy what he cannot have himself.destroy what he cannot have himself.

►►Envy is a consequence of abandoning Envy is a consequence of abandoning 
biblical faith.biblical faith.



EnvyEnvy

►►There are tax advantages that accrue to There are tax advantages that accrue to 
those who are in business for themselves those who are in business for themselves 
and then contract out their services rather and then contract out their services rather 
than punching a clock. Those advantages than punching a clock. Those advantages 
are not available to the average wage are not available to the average wage 
earner. As a result when many wage earner. As a result when many wage 
earners learn about it, their first reaction is earners learn about it, their first reaction is 
that it is that it is ““unfairunfair”” for some to have an for some to have an 
advantage they do not have.advantage they do not have.



EnvyEnvy

►►Those who avoid taxes are most likely to be Those who avoid taxes are most likely to be 
turned in (reported as though they had turned in (reported as though they had 
done something illegal or immoral) by their done something illegal or immoral) by their 
own relatives. own relatives. 

►►Why? Because friends or close family are Why? Because friends or close family are 
often often envious that others can envious that others can ““get get 
awayaway”” with things that they are either with things that they are either 
incapable of doing or do not have the incapable of doing or do not have the 
opportunity to do.opportunity to do.



EnvyEnvy

►►The alternative to envy is the biblical view The alternative to envy is the biblical view 
of helping our fellow man get ahead, of helping our fellow man get ahead, even if even if 
he gets further ahead than we dohe gets further ahead than we do. This is . This is 
not only practical Christianity; it is the basis not only practical Christianity; it is the basis 
for social and economic development.for social and economic development.

►►The politics of envy governs most nonThe politics of envy governs most non--
Christian societies and is what gives rise to Christian societies and is what gives rise to 
their stagnant social system of class warfare their stagnant social system of class warfare 
and economic socialism.and economic socialism.



EnvyEnvy

►►No one is No one is ““allowedallowed”” to rise above the crowd to rise above the crowd 
in an envious society and those who do are in an envious society and those who do are 
regarded with great suspicion. Yet western regarded with great suspicion. Yet western 
capitalism, based as it is on the Christian capitalism, based as it is on the Christian 
ideals of charity and private ownership of ideals of charity and private ownership of 
property, has helped more individuals to property, has helped more individuals to 
rise above the crowd than any other social rise above the crowd than any other social 
system in the history of mankind system in the history of mankind –– and that and that 
fact cannot be disputed. fact cannot be disputed. Just look around!Just look around!



EnvyEnvy

►► In an age of envy, anything an individual does to increase In an age of envy, anything an individual does to increase 
or preserve his wealth will be frowned upon.or preserve his wealth will be frowned upon.

►► A progressive income tax system is based on envy. In A progressive income tax system is based on envy. In 
Scripture all taxes and tithes were either: 1) the same Scripture all taxes and tithes were either: 1) the same 
amount for all adult males or 2) the same percentage of all amount for all adult males or 2) the same percentage of all 
increase for everyone. The envious find such a system increase for everyone. The envious find such a system 
unacceptable and prefer that the wealthier class pay more unacceptable and prefer that the wealthier class pay more 
as a percentage of income than the poorer class.as a percentage of income than the poorer class.

►► The principle of a progressive income tax is simple: there The principle of a progressive income tax is simple: there 
should be no wealthy class and we should confiscate the should be no wealthy class and we should confiscate the 
wealth of those who have it and find some scheme for (re) wealth of those who have it and find some scheme for (re) 
distributing it among those who have not earned it.distributing it among those who have not earned it.



EnvyEnvy

►► Here is the point for our learning: we must take Here is the point for our learning: we must take 
envy into account in the manner by which we envy into account in the manner by which we 
accumulate and protect wealth. There are many accumulate and protect wealth. There are many 
people who would love to get their hands on your people who would love to get their hands on your 
money.money.

►► Your plan for wealth accumulation and Your plan for wealth accumulation and 
preservation must take into account the evils of preservation must take into account the evils of 
socialism and envy or that plan will, in all socialism and envy or that plan will, in all 
likelihood, fail. You must not only increase your likelihood, fail. You must not only increase your 
wealth; you must also protect it from the envious.wealth; you must also protect it from the envious.



SalvationSalvation

►►Our view of salvation will inevitably control Our view of salvation will inevitably control 
our view of wealth, its accumulation, its our view of wealth, its accumulation, its 
protection, and the way we dispose of it.protection, and the way we dispose of it.

►►There are at least two things that will have There are at least two things that will have 
significance in our wealth management significance in our wealth management 
strategy:strategy:

First, salvation in its biblical framework, means First, salvation in its biblical framework, means 
““wellwell--being, health, prosperity.being, health, prosperity.”” It means It means the the 
total goodtotal good of the person being saved.of the person being saved.



SalvationSalvation

People not only wish to avoid death and the People not only wish to avoid death and the 
afterlife, they also wish to avoid the evils of afterlife, they also wish to avoid the evils of the the 
present lifepresent life. This can only be approached from . This can only be approached from 
one of two perspectives:one of two perspectives:
►►On the one hand we have the promises of God that On the one hand we have the promises of God that 

faith in his Son will not only save us from sin in the faith in his Son will not only save us from sin in the 
next life, but help us to overcome sin in this life.next life, but help us to overcome sin in this life.

►►On the other hand, if we reject the claims and On the other hand, if we reject the claims and 
promises of God, then we must find our salvation in promises of God, then we must find our salvation in 
either ourselves or an alleither ourselves or an all--powerful powerful ““someonesomeone”” who who 
promises us deliverance from the present woes of promises us deliverance from the present woes of 
this world.this world.



SalvationSalvation

Second, in order to be a true savior, all power and Second, in order to be a true savior, all power and 
authority are required to reside in the one doing the authority are required to reside in the one doing the 
delivering. To depend upon (trust) a savior who has delivering. To depend upon (trust) a savior who has 
neither the power nor authority to deliver is the price neither the power nor authority to deliver is the price 
we pay for trusting a false savior, whether it be the we pay for trusting a false savior, whether it be the 
state, the king, the congress, or the president.state, the king, the congress, or the president.

►► Jesus Christ predicates his ability and willingness Jesus Christ predicates his ability and willingness 
to be savior on the fact that he does indeed have to be savior on the fact that he does indeed have 
““all power in heaven and on earth.all power in heaven and on earth.”” It is in that It is in that 
light that we bring the gospel.light that we bring the gospel.



SalvationSalvation

►►As foolish as it is to place our hope of salvation As foolish as it is to place our hope of salvation 
in man or in the things of this world, that is in man or in the things of this world, that is 
precisely what many (most) people do.precisely what many (most) people do.

►►Scripturally speaking, the individual is remade Scripturally speaking, the individual is remade 
by the Spirit of God (born again) and places his by the Spirit of God (born again) and places his 
trust in Christ alone for salvation and delights trust in Christ alone for salvation and delights 
in obeying the commandments of God. These in obeying the commandments of God. These 
commandments affect commandments affect every area of his lifeevery area of his life..



SalvationSalvation

►► Redemption (salvation or Redemption (salvation or ““life, health, peace, and life, health, peace, and 
prosperityprosperity””) covers every area of life, including ) covers every area of life, including 
what the theologians call what the theologians call ““sanctification.sanctification.””

►► Sanctification refers to the whole life of the Sanctification refers to the whole life of the 
believer as he continually believer as he continually growsgrows in knowledge and in knowledge and 
maturity and maturity and diesdies to the remnants of sin.to the remnants of sin.

►► The practical outworking of our salvation involves The practical outworking of our salvation involves 
every moment of life until our body is placed in every moment of life until our body is placed in 
the grave.the grave.



SalvationSalvation

►►Salvation is restoration to health and Salvation is restoration to health and 
involves the whole man. The health of a involves the whole man. The health of a 
society, too, is dependant upon Godsociety, too, is dependant upon God’’s s 
deliverance just as the individual.deliverance just as the individual.

►►The The economic healtheconomic health of a nation is as of a nation is as 
dependant upon faith in God and obedience dependant upon faith in God and obedience 
to his commandments as is the economic to his commandments as is the economic 
health of the family or individual.health of the family or individual.



SalvationSalvation

►►The moral condition of a people, which is The moral condition of a people, which is 
dependant upon its faith dependant upon its faith –– its religious its religious 
beliefs beliefs –– influences the economic health of influences the economic health of 
that people far more than does technology that people far more than does technology 
because without property rights and an because without property rights and an 
honest economy, that technology cannot honest economy, that technology cannot 
last.last.



SalvationSalvation

►►The poverty that exists in most countries The poverty that exists in most countries 
today is the direct or indirect result of today is the direct or indirect result of 
denying people the right of ownership of denying people the right of ownership of 
the wealth they produce. Socialism has the wealth they produce. Socialism has 
brought starvation and poverty wherever it brought starvation and poverty wherever it 
has been tried. Wealth distribution is not has been tried. Wealth distribution is not 
only only not the solutionnot the solution to poverty, it is one of to poverty, it is one of 
the contributing factors to creating and the contributing factors to creating and 
sustaining poverty.sustaining poverty.



SalvationSalvation

►►Unless we see that all our problems, both as Unless we see that all our problems, both as 
individuals and as a society, are spiritual individuals and as a society, are spiritual 
problems, we will seek solutions in all the problems, we will seek solutions in all the 
wrong places. By spiritual we do not mean wrong places. By spiritual we do not mean 
““otherother--worldlyworldly”” or even or even ““unreal.unreal.”” Our Our 
problems are problems are ethicalethical; they result from not ; they result from not 
obeying God. And the only solution to those obeying God. And the only solution to those 
problems will be a spiritual solution; problems will be a spiritual solution; vizviz., ., 
seeking the kingdom of God and its seeking the kingdom of God and its 
righteousness.righteousness.



SalvationSalvation

►►We must seek our salvation (our total We must seek our salvation (our total 
health) in terms of Godhealth) in terms of God’’s plan of salvation: s plan of salvation: 
regeneration of the individual so that he will regeneration of the individual so that he will 
freely obey Godfreely obey God’’s commandments. Because s commandments. Because 
the laws of God are allthe laws of God are all--encompassing, these encompassing, these 
commandments govern the proper use of commandments govern the proper use of 
wealth. Socialism wealth. Socialism –– state planning to solve state planning to solve 
our problems our problems –– is not an option for the is not an option for the 
Christian.Christian.



InferencesInferences

►► Any plan that accumulates wealth, uses it, spends Any plan that accumulates wealth, uses it, spends 
it, or invests it in such a way as to encourage it, or invests it in such a way as to encourage 
immorality, directly or indirectly, fails our first test: immorality, directly or indirectly, fails our first test: 
it must assist in providing the kind of social it must assist in providing the kind of social 
conditions that are conducive to the expression of conditions that are conducive to the expression of 
the Christian faith and the proclamation of the the Christian faith and the proclamation of the 
gospel.gospel.

►► Those who fail, for whatever reason, to plan and Those who fail, for whatever reason, to plan and 
work diligently in their calling, deciding instead to work diligently in their calling, deciding instead to 
live off the largesse of those who do work, are live off the largesse of those who do work, are 
contributing to the kind of social conditions that contributing to the kind of social conditions that 
are inimical to Christian faith and character.are inimical to Christian faith and character.



InferencesInferences

►►We must determine what kind of social We must determine what kind of social 
conditions we want now and in the future, conditions we want now and in the future, 
then ensure that our wealth contributes then ensure that our wealth contributes 
positively to the development of those positively to the development of those 
conditions.conditions.

►►Simultaneously, we must shield ourselves to Simultaneously, we must shield ourselves to 
the extant we can against the forces that the extant we can against the forces that 
mitigate against this goal.mitigate against this goal.



InferencesInferences

►►Failing to take these things into Failing to take these things into 
account will account will rob our children and our rob our children and our 
grandchildren of their inheritancegrandchildren of their inheritance..

►►We can leave the world a better place or we We can leave the world a better place or we 
can sit by and do nothing. We can do our can sit by and do nothing. We can do our 
best or we can do less than our best. The best or we can do less than our best. The 
strategies we choose for accumulating and strategies we choose for accumulating and 
investing wealth will reveal our attitude investing wealth will reveal our attitude 
about these things.about these things.



Coming Next Time:Coming Next Time:
A Biblical View of WealthA Biblical View of Wealth
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